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How to Download 1. Click the Download button 2. Download the full setup file 3. Run the setup file and follow the on-screen instructionsThe
present invention relates to electrical surge arresters for protecting electrical systems and apparatus from surges of large magnitudes of

current and particularly to air gap arresters, more commonly called air gap reactors. An air gap reactor consists of a pair of concentric
cylinders, with the inner cylinder in electrical connection with a source of electrical potential and the outer cylinder being electrically

connected to the electrical system to be protected. There is an air gap between the two cylinders filled with metal oxide varistors, which
function by generating heat when subjected to overcurrents so as to conduct away the excessive current to a point where it is dissipated by

the metal oxide. Any direct fault current is shunted through the metal oxide and heat generated by the conduction of electrical currents
through the varistor's metal oxide quickly is dissipated, limiting the time during which the fault current may flow through the varistor. It is
important that the varistor be protected from moisture, especially when the power source to which the air gap reactor is connected is in a

moist environment. Exposure to moisture can cause short-circuiting in the varistor and result in malfunctioning of the air gap reactor.
Accordingly, it is desirable to protect the air gap reactor from moisture. The first air gap reactor used in the United States was a radial air
gap reactor manufactured by the Western Electric Co. which had a metal oxide varistor in the air gap between concentric cylinders with a

radial air gap acting as a moisture barrier. This air gap reactor did not survive a severe overcurrent because of the effect of shorting, and it
was ultimately replaced by a water-filled air gap reactor of that type. Water in the air gap of an air gap reactor is an effective barrier to

moisture. The metal oxide varistor components have been completely encased in a water-filled chamber. The problem with water-filled air
gap reactors is that they are not compatible with other types of metal oxide devices because the metal oxide material is not tightly encased
and is directly exposed to the moisture in the air gap. The metal oxide material will absorb water from the air gap. Accordingly, it would be
desirable to provide a moisture-proof air gap reactor but still provide compatibility with other types of metal oxide devices. It is known that

magnesium oxide, unlike other metal oxide varistors, is compatible with magnesium metal oxide which is normally
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